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Recapture the Fortress Cities (RFC) 
Overall Project Objective:
• Improvement of regional and local policies targeted at preserving cultural

monuments, specifically fortresses and military heritage
• improving the coexistence of these historical monuments and neighbouring cities

and integrating historical fortifications into contemporary urban planning,
infrastructure and functional context

• Learning process (phase 1) August 2019 – July 2022: identification, analysis,
dissemination, transfer of good practices and experience among cooperating
partners with the aim to support the project partners in development of their
Action Plans and to involve the new, innovative practices into their development
strategies

• Phase 2: August 2022 – July 2023
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Project Partners
• Lead Partner: Ústí Region, CZ
• Partner 2: Antwerp Region (Regionale Landschappen, BE)

• Partner 4: North-West Regional Development Agency, RO
• Partner 5: Prešov Self-Governing Region, SK
• Partner 6: Provincial Government of Teruel, ES
• Partner 7: City of Magdeburg, DE
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Project Outputs

• 7 Stakeholders Groups formed (approve the Regional 
Action Plans)

• List of Good practices (21 GP at least)
• 7 Study Visits in partner regions 
• 7 Panel Discussions (60 minutes) in each partner region 

follows each Study Visit (discuss the policies 
implemented by the hosting partner)

• 7 Joint evaluation and recommendation reports on the 
Study Visits

• 2 Policy Improvement Workshops,
• 7 Action Plans developed to improve the existing 

policies in partner regions
• 1 Final Dissemination Conference
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Project Results

• cooperation and communication among fortresses
and cities is improved, this leads to reduction of
costs, better access to military heritage sites and
improved use of these sites for social, recreational,
leisure, business etc. purposes

• partners and stakeholders increase their know-how
about the preservation, development and use of
military heritage, relevant institutions in partner
regions are better informed and involved

• partners and stakeholders are informed on already
proved good practices in other partner regions
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Project Results

• project activities support partners and stakeholders
in planning, shaping and implementing the new,
innovative policy measures

• innovative ways of utilization resulting from the
joint management of the Fortress - City

• improvement of the mutual relations and
functioning of the cities and fortresses,

• improved governance of the area, reduction of
costs, contribution to the attractiveness of the City
– Fortress (economic aspect of promotion and
tourism)
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Learning Process
The Learning process is based on:
• Stakeholders involvement in each partner area

• Good practices collection

• Study visits

• In-site analysis developed and provided by the hosting regions to partners
before each Study Visits

• Panel Discussions following the Study Visits, stakeholders, partners and
experts discuss the situation

• Joint evaluation and recommendation reports-all partners comment the SV
and provide recommendations to hosting partner, these are summarised in
the report

• Interregional Thematic Workshops

• Policy Improvement Workshops
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6 Thematic Workshops
1. preservation and development of the cultural heritage by improvement of the mutual 

impacts of Fortresses and Cities

2. nature and environment management and maintenance (energy savings, water 
management)

3. economic aspects (reconstructions and maintenance), financing mechanisms 

4. social use of old military structures and buildings as a public space for recreation and 
leisure, promotion and tourism, business activities; 

5. how to respond to urban pressure and integrate historical fortifications into 
contemporary urban planning, infrastructure and functional context 

6. innovation for military heritage (new energy techniques, ICT applications)
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Policy Instruments adressed

This indicator is crucial since it refers to the 
policy instruments the partners are seeking 
to improve by applying to Interreg Europe.

These instruments can be Structural Funds 
programmes (at least for half of them) or 
to any other regional development 
programmes

 partners need to identify the main 
instrument on which they will be focusing 
during the cooperation. 

Partner Initial Policy Instrument 

1 Integrated Regional Operational Programme 
2014-020

2 Service Oriented Policy / Framework Plan 
Fortress Belt Antwerp

4 Regional Operational Programme 2014-
2020

5 Strategy for the Development of the Culture 
of the Slovak Republik for 2014-2020

6 Operational Programme European Regional 
Development Fund of Aragón 2014-2020

7 Operational Programme ERDF Saxony-
Anhalt 2014-2020
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• RFC learning process  city of Magdeburg
recognised necessity of creating an overall vision
for the fortifications

• Action Plan will initiate the realisation of this
project

How?
• master plan fortifications
• improvement of local policy instrument

“Integrated Urban Development Concept”
• Sub-action “Green Fortress Belt”  establish

green connections between the forts and city
walls which are contributing to better connected
city districts in the sense of climate-friendly urban
mobility.

• Sub-action expert board “Future Fortress Forum”
 smart governance/ social participation

Preview | Example: Action Plan City of Magdeburg
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First idea

16,17/11/2021 Peer Review (Interreg Europe) on 
Reviving the Fortress Network

> highlight recommendations:
1. Mix of funding is needed
2. Mapping of stakeholders and

inclusion key playres
3. Good governance structure
4. Importance of volunteers
… other

Follow-up project idea: 
Reviving the Fortress Regions
- from conflict to connection
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Fortifications have been planned and built with great effort in the past centuries 
to protect the people from attackers. 

They are stone witnesses to our conflict-ridden European past. 
The old walls and defence lines influenced the fate and formed the identities of many European 
regions. 

Today, similar fortress belts and fortress regions face similar problems (opportunities). 
• Forts are often part of a larger defence and military system with multiple forts built in a ring or 

belt around a city or in lines next to borders. After the loss of their military purpose, fortified
lines, forts and walled structures are neglected and do not operate anymore in connection. 

• However, their regional identity present opportunities for spatial, economic and climate 
challenges our society faces today. 

'Reviving the Fortress Regions - from 
conflict to connection’ 

PROJECT IDEA PROPOSAL

fortified heritage goes green, smart and social. 
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The objective of the project idea is to re-activate networks of fortress rings, lines and regions in a 
new and future-driven context, bringing back their fortress DNA. 

They can become part of regional solutions by rebuilding, and re-using, their connectedness. 
This can lead to strong climate-proof regional networks for social, economic and cultural 
development, and for leisure, recreation and well-being. 

This way, fortress rings and lines are reconnected to their region and help them to tackle today's 
challenges. In addition to innovative regional stakeholders, it needs smart governance structures 
and a European support network reaching out to similar fortress regions, finding best practices 
to face the common challenges. 
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REVIVING THE FORTRESS REGIONS proposal : The Cities of Antwerpen and
Magdeburg, with Regionale Landschappen, are building this strong partnership
consortium together with the two main European organisations on fortified
heritage: EFFORTS Europe and FORTE CULTURA.
Together are looking for strong (a) (lead-) partner(s) with similar context and
ambition, this means city-regions with connected forts / fortifications.

Search for partners with a fortress region like
Antwerp (Belgium), Magdeburg (Germany) or Transylvania (Romania)

Partner X … ?
Partner Y … ?

Partner Z … ?
Zuiderwaterlinie, Netherlands

Please contact Wim
(Wim.DEBAENE@rldv.be) 
or Josephine
(Josephine.Kroneberg@spa.magdeburg.de 
for further information.
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FORTE CULTURA YouTube Playlist
• RFC Video Magdeburg
• RFC Video Terezin

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwBnmgfjkYGRjiERGh9nE5hzRdoQ4RviS
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Thank you for your attention.
Děkujeme vám za pozornost.
Vielen Dank für Ihre Aufmerksamkeit

Josephine Kroneberg
Board Member Ravelin 2 | RFC Project Coordinator 
– City of Magdeburg

www.ravelin2-magdeburg.de
www.magdeburg.de
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